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Babby (1987), Pesetsky (1982), and Franks (1994) are all interested in the structure of
Russian numeral pbrases, and with good reason. Consider the strange distribution of ease in
the following examples:
(1)

(23

My vypili
We drank

ppyat'
&e(~lrseunclear)~

butylok
bottles GEN-PL

vina
wine GENsG~

My s'eli nash deb i syr

We ate our bread and

s
pyat'ya
butylkami
vina
cheese with h e INST bottles INST-PL wine GENSG

In other words, if

a noun phase is in the nominative or accusative, the number five4 is
dways followed by a noun in the genitive plural (sentence I), an example of hefmgeneows
case marking. Ifthe noun phrase is an obliq& case,however, then the number and the naun
followiag it appear in that oblique case (sentence 21, d e d homogeneas case marking.
Note that the preposition s ('with') assigns instrumental case.
There are basically three logical variants for the possible structures of numeral
Pmsibility I is that mtorce (1) and sentence (2) have radically diffaent structures
with the numeral as the h a d in sentace (I) and the noun as the head in sentence (2). Franks
(1994) takes this position. Pmsibiliirjl II is that the two sentences have the same structure
and the numeral is the head in both instances. This is the analysis that I will advocate at the
end of the paper. PmsibiZi~LU is that the two sentences have the same structure and the
qumtified noun is the head in both Setltenees. Babby (1987) argues for this position, and

Pestsky (1982) also argues for a version of this possibility.
Although the term %he&
is invoked in most domains of syntactic theory, few
researchers agree on what a head actually is. Zwicky (1985) claims that the most salient
feature of the head is that it is the 'molrphosyntactic locus,' that is, it beass the inflectional
markers that signify syntactic relations. ~udson' (1987), howeverFargues that "'Different
linguists m y use the notion 'head' for different purposes - one for percolation, anuther for
government, and so on - but this is to be expected in view of the multiplicity of properties
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that we have f m d f ~ heads"
r
(p. 35). Obviously, it is, in part, this disagreement which hels
the debate.
First I will explain Babby's approach to the problem. Babby argues for P 0 ~ 6 i I i gL?I,
that is, that the twa above p b e s Have the same structure, meaning that their case difference
is not the result of dBerenw in govement. The structure he propom is the foliowing,
with the quantified noun as the head ofthe phrase:
@&Y
118
NP

w-

bottles

TNST

In the first sentma, the GEN-PL of the noun 'bottles' comes from the Q(u&er)P,
that is, the ~ I p r o p e c f i o nof Q. In the second sentence, the I I W I R m A I , case
marking comes &omthe preposition s ('with'), an inherent case marker. Babby argues that
the difference in case distribution is a d t of two different kinds of case being assigned:
inhwent vs. strucfwal (although Babby uses the terms lm.mZ and c u p r f i g u r ~ o Inherent
~.
ease is assigned at D-struchue*and is only assigned to arguments which the case-assigner
theta-marks. Structural case, h ~ w ~ eisr assigned
,
at ~s-structure
and is not required to be
related to thetaetamaring.'The most common instaces of smcsural case are the cases which
are assigned to subjmt &d object, Note thst in the first sentthe phrase in guestion is the
direct object of the verb, tbus it is not under the influence of any inherent case. Zn the smnd
sentence the preposition s ('with') is an inherent case assigner which assigns
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INSTRUMENTAL to its complement. In earlier articles (1985, 1986) Babby asserts that
structural case is not assigned to heads, but that inherent case is. He also proposes that
maximal projections can assign case. Thus, according to Babby, case assignment in the
above sentenceswould look like the following:
@&by
1)
NP

butylok
bottles
CiEN-PL

In this sentence the maximal projection QP sLZlrchrra2Zy assigns GEN-PL to the N'.
Pabby 2)
DD

In this sentence the inherent case assigner s assigns INSTRUMENTALto the head of its NP
complement 'bottles.' The case then percolates up and saturates the rest of the NP,including
'five. ' This goes against Standard Theory, which usually assumes case to always be assigned
by heads, says Babby, citing Chomsky (1965) and Lapointe (1980). However, the result of
his analysis is quite familiar to contempo
T o Government and Binding Theory; that is, that
inherent case is stronger than structural case.
So fhr so good. But notice dso in the above trees that in order to predict the correct
results, Babby has to posit s structure, a Quantifier Phrase (QP), of which the numeral is the
sole constituent. There appears to be evidence for positing this structure &tabby cites
Ligh6oot 1979), but its position as a modifier to the noun phrase causes Babby some
problems when he goes to explain sentences such as the following:
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(3)

On vypil dobyx"

w&"

butylok

vint

He draak a good-GEN-PL five (case unclear) bottles GEN-PL wine GEN-SG
The tree he assumes fm this is quite strange looking; notice the tree with three branches:
(Babby 3)
NP
I

bottles
w-PL

Babby is forced into this structure by his claim that the noun and not the numeral is the head
of the phrase. If he puts the modifier inside the QP, then by his explanation of case
assignment, the QP can't assign it ease. He cannot put it above the QP b
m Babby
assumes tttat modifiers are; always sisters to what they m o w . Thus, it has tcr be the sister of
QP,but QP already hers another sister. It seems to me Shat this is a chie that sornethhg is
W
' TW'

Pesetsky (1982) lmks at these numeral phrases in a dierent way. The first thing he
o b m e d was that the hetexog~uslycase-wkd noun phrase in (I), when used as the
subject of a sentence, can have two diffkrent verbal agreement possibilities:
(41

W butylok
Five

vina
stoy& I
stoynrli nastoie.
bo#les.GEN PL wine-GEN SO stood-n& SingIstoodpl. on the table.

Following an argument based on the structure of noun phrases that wndergo 'genitive of
negatioq12' Pesetsky claims that because of the different possibilities of v W agreement,
the phrase 'five bottles' actually has two different structures. He c d s the first variant, with a
verb in the neuter singular, a Qf:

(k.1 [QF~ p P y ~Mu~YIo~II
'1
staydo
five

bottles

stoorE- mr. sing

na stole.
cm the table.

The s e m d variant, with the verb in the plural, he d l s an NP:

(4b)

hP t lpayat'l
iive

I~bPfylfJkll
bottles

W i
stood-pl,

na stole.
on the table.

h doing this he claims that NPs induce subject-verb agreement, but QPs do nat, instead they
use the default neuter singular ending. Note also, that he claizns that sentence (2) contains an

NP:
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Paetsky 21

My s'eli nash xleb i syr
s [Np [ @yat'yd [dmtyWn vim.
We ate our bread and cheese with five-INST battles-INST wine GEN-SG.

Notice that this creates a problem. The implication is that NPs coln have both hetemg;eneous
and homogeneous case marking. Pesetsky solves this with an ad hm rule that stipulates that
m s cannot have homogeneous case marking in the nominative or amsative. He admits that
this is weak, but says that Russian numeral phrases are so strange, it is not surprising to fmd
ad hoc rules in numeral phrases. In a footnote, he admits that he has no solution for sentence
(33, the sentence which caused Babby to draw trees with three branches.

Frasaks (1994) draws &omboth Yesetsky and Babby, but for the purposes ofthis p a p ,
his analysis of Babby's shu~turaVinhaentcase dichotomy is more nlevant." Franks
assumes apri~rithat sentences (I) and (2) have different s t r u a e s , with the numeral in (2)
as a modiier. The pufpose of his article, thee, is to examine the structure of sentence (I),
based on additional data, such as mse in other types of quantifier phrases and the memarking of post-nominal complements. Fragks shows that the case-marking of postnominds takes place at D-Structure, even though post-nominal case marking is the result of
stj~ciuralcase assignment." He demonshates this by comparing the GENITIVE induced by
post-nominal structure and the GENIT€VE assigned by numerals (which he calls GEN-Q),
showing that the GENITIVE assigned to post-nominals overrides €+EN-Q:
(5)

apkanie
trex
description
thr~e-GEN
'description ofthree cities"

gorodov
eities-GEN PL
goroda
city- GEN SG

In Russiq the so-called 'paucal. numerals' (two, three, and f w ) assign GENITIVE
SINGULAR Since the assignment of GEPJ SG in (6) is ungrammatical, we can see that the
post-nominal genitive is indeed overriding GEW-Q. Note that in Fm&s\ystem, both types
of case assignment are structural. Franks' pestion, then, is: How does one structural case
override another? His explanation is that despite the GB structurallinherent dichotomy,case
assignment is determined independently by the: features of each particular marphological
case. Irt particular, he argues for the b h r e [+/- oblique], saying that [+oblique] cases are
assigned ~t D - s t n i m (regardless of whether or not their presence is determined
s b u d y ) and [-oblique] cases are assigned at S-structure. Thus, in Franks' model, the
GEN-Q (assigned structurally by numerals) is [-oblique] and therefore assigned st Sstructure. The GEN assigned as a result of sisterhood to N' (the post-nomid genitive),
assigned structurally, is then [+oblique] and assigned at ~-srmcture.'~ Next, Franks
examines another Pdnd of quantifier p h e , the po-phrase. Po in Russian is a distributional
quantifier, roughly equivalent to the English 'each' Consider the fbllowing data set:
(7)

Oni poluchili po
odnomu
They received DIST ane-flAT
'They received one ruble each.'
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po
dva
They received
DIST two (caseunclear)
"ey received two rubles w h . '

(8)

Chi pohachili

(9)

Oni pohchili

rublja,
ruble- GEN SG.

po
PY&*
They received
DIST
five (rase unekar)
'They received five rubles w h . '

(10) Oni paluchili po

P Y ~

They received DIST
WDAT
'They xwived five rubles each.'

mblej.
rubles-GEN PL.

rublej.
rubles-GEN PL.

It should be noted that when pu is used as a regular preposition, without its d'itsib~onal
meaning, it takes a complement in the dative m e . Wh& then, is happening in (8) md (9)
and how is it that even though an apparent inherent m e assigner*po, is present, there is stiU
heterogemaus case muking in the quantifier phrase?
To explain this, Franks uses his system of [+/-oblique] case and a new structure of the
numeral phrase, based on Abney's (1987)argument for the existence ofDPs. Franks argues
that po assigns a [-oblique] DAT at S - s t s u w to its numeral phrase complement. Viewed
this way, althoughpo is an inherd case assigner, it doesn't assign its case until S-strume,
just Zike the GEN-Q (in fact; Franks now calls thispinduced dative, the BAT-Q), So, in a
sentence like (lo), both the DAT-Q ofpo and the GEN-Qofthe numeral are assigned at Sstructure awl the possible wnflict is ironed out by rninimal'i of government at S - s t r u m .
To deal with sentence (8) he claims that the prtucal numbers two, three and fouf we
adjectivesI6 and, hence, cannot receive case straight &ern a case-assigner; they can only
receive case via percolation.'7 This notion is a bit sketchy and will be examined in mare
dletail below. Sentence (10)appears to be an anomaly, but Franks argues that is actually the
prefmeA variant axld that (93 stylistically belongs to a different register, which some speakers
already consider to be archaic. The structure for (9) he argues is the following:
Ffanks 9)
PP
I
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For speakers who prefer sentence (lo), however, Franks assumes the following structure:
(Franks 10)
PF

Thus the difference between sentence (9) and sentence (10) is a redt of speakers' analyzing
the sentence in different ways. F d daims, as mentioned above, that sentence (10) is
actually preferred and that the structure in (9) is bmming obsolete. Thus, he claims that
heterogeneous Russian numeral phrases are a l l movgng towards the QP structLlre as opposed
to the DP structure."
Note that Franks rejects Babby's data1' for his problem sentence (3). He claims that
these preqwtitier adjectives are actually frozen firms, and that Babby's evidence to the
contrary is spurious. Thus, they need not be governed at all and no explanation need be
made about their apparent GEPJ PL case marking,
One of the points that Franks is advmcing is a startling one indeed, namely, that
whether case is assigned at D-Structure or S-Structure is determined solely by the features of
eaeb particular morphofogicd case, It should be noted that to advance this claim Franks has
to posit twa new Russian cases, namely GEN-Qand DAT-Q, which differ from the regular
GENITIVE and DATIVE in that they are assigned at S-Structure. It seems to me that this
soIution, while descriptively accurate, does not help in providing a theoretical framework for
explaining why some cases are assigned at D-structure and others at S-struchw. Also, it
seems that with his a pri& assumption that sentences (1) and (2) have different structures,
he is ignoring a chunk of data that could be instrumental in resolving such a question. Also
Franks' claim tbat the p a u d numends are adjectives uad&es
his analysis. If ehey are
indeed adjectives, why, thee, do they not agree in case with the nouns they modify?
Obviously he is forced to give some account for the fact that the p m d numerals never occur
in the dative case, but claiming that they are adjectives only compf cats the pmblem without
solving it. A final factor complicating Franks' analysis is that the existence of DPs are, at
best, qudcmable in Russian. Russian has no articles, so the D of the DP would h o s t
always be filled by an empty functional head.
Although a complete treatment of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper, it
appears to m that Possibilip D,mentioned at the beginning, should be recansidered in order
to account for tbe data I think it would be best to return to the very basic question that
underlies dl of these andyses: what is 'pyataw? Sometimes it appears to be the head of a
phrase, because when 'five' is not in the do&
of an inherent case assigner, it appears to
assign case. If something can assign case, it could be a head, and, in fact, in Chomsky's Case
Theory, it must be a head. However>whm 'five' is in the domain of an inherent case
assigner it does not assign case. When can a head not assign case? When it is in the domain
of an inherent case assigner.
Arizona Working Papers in SLAT
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It appears, then, that Babby is at least partidly right. This is a question of the
resolution of case conflict, in which inherent case is stronger than stnrcase, not a
difference in structure. But Babby proposes that the head of the phrase is the pmtifiied
noun, What if we-propose that the head is the numeral? If the head is the numeral then our
trees fbr sentences (1) and (2) would look like this:
(Anthor 1)

of wine
GEN-SG

--

In this sentence the Q 'five' sn~cturallyassigns GEN-FL to the NP 'bdes.'
(Author 2)

PP

P
I
S

QP
I
Q'

with

FQ
7
mt'v
Pd'

five

XNST

----*

bl

LNST

of wine
GEN-SG

In this sentence the inherent case assigner s assigns INST to the Q head %ve. m e case then
percolates up and saturates the rest of the QP, including 'bottles.' This struckwe also solves
the problem of sentence (3). The tree structuse allows the head "ve' to goboth the prequatlt5e-radjective and the noun following the m e r a l :
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(Author 3)

a good

GEN-FL

five

bottles
GEN-PL

vina

of wine
GEN-SG

Since the pre-quantifier adjectives appear to only modify the numeral, it seems
appropiate that they be placed in the specifier position. Other adjectives, which do not
exclusively modlEy the numeral, would then appear outside the phrase as a separate AP:
(Author 4)

poslednie
the last
NOM

pya'
five

1
butylok
bottles
GEN-PL

of wine
GEN-SG

Note that this sort of analysis is analogous to Abney (1 987), but does not require the positing
of empty functional heads, as Franks' analysis of po phrases does. Additionally, this analysis
is capable of handling additional po data that Franks did not consider. As Babby (1985,
1986) pointed out,po can also have a loative meaning, as in:
(11)

Oni
They

puteshestvovali

traveled

This sentence is easily handled by the tree suggested in (Author 2), with po as a preposition
assigning m e to the rest of the phrase.20
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The next task is to tsckle the problems Babby, Pesetsky and Franks raise for this + u m e .
Babby and Pesetsky would GI&
that this structure is incorrect since we see a dierace in
verbal agreement (that is, neuter singular vs. plural). 'It seems to me, and to Fraslks, that this
may be an issue of semantic vs. syntactic verbal agreement. AU subjects that contain
numerals ( e x q t om)are obviously s ~ t i d l phrral.
y
Speakers who choose the plural are
probably reacting to this. Speakers who prefer the neuter singular variant, on the d e r hand7
are reacting to the fact that the numeral is itself syntactidly singular. A strong piece of
evidence in support of the idea of semantic w e n t is the following asymmetry:
(12)

Dva

stuhta

Two

sttde&-OEN-SG

byIo/byIi

na

woke.

washre

in

class.

The fbct that the plual variant is possible is incontrovertible evidence for the m
e
m
e of
semantic agreement since there simply is no plural argument in (121.~~
Babby would also argue that if speakers are indeed reacting to the singularity of the
numeral, then they should chose the fminim singular variant, rather than the neuter, since
the numerals are feminine. However*I question his reasaning here. It is tnte that in Old
Russian the numerals were syntactically and morphaIogicaIly feminine, but in Modm
Russian,they appear to be only morphologiica& feminine; that is, they follow a feminine
declension pattern. However, syn~actidy,they appear to be neuter. There is never a
situation in Modern Russian where a numeral talces a feminine modifier. Additionally, it
should be noted that there appears to be some confizsion in general about nouns of this
declension type. L;or example7 the (new) masculine noun puf' still follows this feminine
declension
Franks posits the feature [+/-oblique] in order to accomt for the fact that post-nominal
GENITIVE (assigned s f r u c ~ d yin his 5mework) and I[3EN-Q (dso assigned stmcpnrral&)
are assigned at different levels o f representation It seerm that the whole problem here could
be alleviated if we followed Chomsky's (1986) argument that the ease assigned to postnominds is inherent. Assuming that this is inherent case allows us to mume that it is
assigned at D - m m without having fO posit the [+I-obliqd feature at all.
This approach may be oversimplified, however. Chomsky claims that the ease
assigned to post-noWs is inherent because nouns always assign inherent case. He cites
examples such as the following to support his claim:
(13) destroy the city
(14) dcstmctim of the city

(IS) the city's destrudon

Notice that the verb 'destroy' in (13) has a complement 'the eity,'which is assigned the
theta-role ptikp~f.The $Itu&tion is the same in (14) - 'city' is the paliend of 'destruction'
even though 'destruction' is a noun. W l e this analysis extends to nouns the ablity to m e mark it places restrictions on the kind of w e nouns are allowed to assign. T b , nouns do
not assign case to arguments they do not theta-mark. Zn this example, Chomsky's d y s i s
certainly seems to be on track. Howeva, the exa~pIeswe have been cansidering thus far do
,not have the clear-cut theta-structure as those that Chamsky considered. What, for example,

f

I

I
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is the situation with "battles of wine?' The noun 'bottles' doesn't exactly theta-mark its
complement 'wine,' at least not in my traditional way. R e d l that Franks' solution was to
call t i i s kind of caseassignment s a ~ c h d but
,
posit the feature [+oblique] so that it is
assigaed at D-Sm-e.
This does describe the data, but- does not prwide a way of
explaining it. It seems clear f k m this discussion that a reworking of the notions of
structural and inherent case is needed to solve this problem.
There is an additional issue to be considered when discussing structural and inherent
case- Chamsky proposed that both (14) and (15) above show genitive case on the
complement 'ciiy,' but in (15) the noun 'destruction' assigns genitive case to its p c @ w
'city.' This, too,causes a problem for Russian, where pre-nominal possessives are exbemely
restrictedB: tbey can only be formed on MIjnnams, and then also d e c k into 0th cases.
Notice,for example:
(16)

Ya
I

(17)

From

Sdlirayu,

chto

consider

Nafaskrka
Natasha's NOM

~ ' n y x

mother's GEN

za-v

breakfasls GEN

3na.1~

mother NOM

on
he

resbil
decided

bezhat' .
to escape.%

The genitive marking in (1 7) is a result of the preposition ob ('&om'), which assigns genitive
case. This clearly shows that the case-marking on the possessive in either sentence is not
assigned by the noun which is possessed.
In conclusion, despite the fad that three separate authors have considered the problem
of Russian numeral phrases in detail, it appears that each analysis contains significant
drawbacks. Since these:phrases test our very basic notions of Case Thwry, it seems vital to
c a n h e to examine them. Bowever, we will never be able to reach a truly satisfactory
solution until we have clarified the notions of inherent and mctural case which can
adequately mmmodate the Russian data presented above. In pardcular, the marking of
pest- and pre-nominal genitive needs to be reviewed and clarified. While this paper was not
able to provide a ~ompletefhmework for debating these issues, it is hoped that by bringing
them to light, it has hdicated where future research is needed.
The Author

Rachd Wilson Some# received both her BA In linguistics a d MA in Russian linguistics
from the University of Arizona. Her latest research interests center on the psycholinguistics
ofthe stcquisition of Russian case endimgs.
Notes
I.

2.

3.

It sbould be noted that the following analysis is incompatible with Chomslq's Minimalist hogram (1993).
As the theory stands today, MP is uaable to handle the kinds af morpholopjcal complexity this paper
desd'bes. A reawnable altmight be to M o w Halle and Mamntds theory of Distributed
Morphology (1993). We leave this ism for fatun reseascb.
Decldonal moqdmIogy makes it impmible to tell for surt which case this is in; it could be nominative7
it d d be accmathq I?&
arpes that it is msdess.
It is an u n c o point
~ that
~ the GEN-SG m&hgon t h i s - C O M
is a Fesult of i;ts post-mmid
status, much like the W e n t of linguistics' example in
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4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Tb;atIs,~fiveandhi~,e~forrmnmbeas~.inone,~,~thr~lerfour(d~el~
twelv~,
thirteenand fourteen).
Tradti~~stsusethe~'~gue*to~toanycaseotherthan~no~or~ee
Wewlllseethatwmeresearcherspmposeadontothis~oa
ThisdesMiptionofthethreeZo~~Is]sidoutin~(1987).
The Zwidq-Hndmn debm is isout nicely in Corbdt,Fraser an$McGlashm (1993).

Since~mdealingwith~same:d;rta~f~r~theanthm,Iwillasethe~rSsIastnametoidentify
theiatms.

51. C h o w , 1986.
10.
for examp1~
Babby 1986.

11. T h i s ~ h a s t h e s a m e i d i ~ & g t h a t i t ~ i nWowever,onlyafkw~je&ves
~
(e.g., aWW 'gmd,' &e& 'whole," and p
o
w W'}cap appear in the @ti= plmal in this p&tiaa.
Thesea@ecttvesappeartoonlymodifythr:nmnerrrl.~ a d j ~ ( i , e . , ~ t h a t z n o d a y t h e ~
phase) appear in the NOh4INATNE, such as:
posl-e
thelast-NOM

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21,

pyst'
five

years
~willbediscllssedin~~inthe~~~10fthe~.
'Genitivenfnegation'~refesstethefacttha]tEertaintypesafNPsappearin~egenitive~when~are
*the
soope ofrngation.
Franks indudes a new a d p i s ofPeseM$s notion that QPs arigbte in the VF by introdwkg data h m
K q m m and Sportkk (1991) on the issue of VP-intend snl&&.
While interesting, the argument
saves m h l y to zdvance Eranlss' analysis of Sah-Craatian and is not d k d y rdwant to this papr.
Wis argtmat that p 0 s t - d wse-mding is sbuctmd is from Fzanks (1985) aFowler (1987).
Case assignment based an the lndividml featmes of a parhparhalm
case is common among SIavists,
begindq with Jakchm (193611971)This is a f M y common upidon, voiced prhuily in Go(1983).
This is arguedmore exbash@in Fm&s tlmI Hornst& (1992).
F~dr90maIcesmint~pointslbwt~~~sayiggchattheymustalwaysbe
DPs,aml~thisdifferenceisa~d~cvariilttaa
H~ddeSpraposeastmctureto~e~sefl~~,bnt~hsits~ty~itwitlnot~abletn
~ f o r h l s a w n ~ ~ d a t a
Itshoddbefi~thattEds~isisn6tableto~ethelackofdativvF~~onthemrmeralsin
sexrtenoes (8) and (9). We leave this issue far fitme research.
Bars @ersonal eommrmi&e) now notes that phammmn also occm in English, Take for ewmpIt the

following smtemxs:
(a)There:idareamandawrnnanontside.
' W
@) Tbey wonder what each other is/are doing.
Inthesehstamq e i t h e r ~ o r p l ~ a I g e e m e m i s a ~ k .
22. Except fix fhe ' *
'Q singular, pr@om. AddilionaUy, t h m ~there other
feminine
~ n s t h a t a r e ~ ~ m a s c u l iee.g,papdGd&'butthey
ne,
arenotofthesaaa~decldmp~as
t h e ~ w e a r e ~ m Inm,though,itshouldbn~.tedtbatrnanynotrnsbe8ave:-y
g .
m o ~ o ~ c a l rhan
l y they C
b symtadisyntactically,
23. Accosdieg to Townserad (19751, pre-wpos&ves m built only I b r n Eertaixl nauns which iend in
4,that is, only words dtnating kinship relations and I J a m l k s of Chrisdgn names.
24. These examples are &om Wade (1992).
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